AVR304: Half Duplex Interrupt Driven Software UART

Features
- Runs asynchronously (interrupt driven)
- Capable of handling baud rates of up to 38.4 kbaud @8MHz clock frequency
- Runs on any AVR device with 8-bit timer/counter and external interrupt

1 Introduction
Lots of control applications communicate serially in one direction at a time only (half duplex). This application note describes how to make a half duplex UART on any AVR device using the 8-bit Timer/Counter0 and an external interrupt. This software can be used to implement a serial port on a device with no hardware UART, or it can be used to implement a second serial-port on AVR devices already equipped with a UART. Idle line is signaled by holding the line at logical one. The start bit is always a zero, and the UART receiver will detect the start of a frame by the first falling edge. Following the start bit come the data bits, followed by a stop bit which is always a logical one. This stop bit is held stable at one until the next start bit is sent.

Figure 1-1. UART Communication Frame Format

Figure 1-2. Serial frame of ASCII “A” (\$41)
2 Theory of Operation

Asynchronous serial data communication follows some simple rules on data transfer. Data is transmitted sequentially, one bit at a time. To inform the receiver that a new byte is arriving, each byte is placed between so-called start- and stop bits. This construction is called a frame. The frame format is shown in Figure 1-1 and Figure 1-2. The frame has 1 start-bit, 8 data bits, and 1 stop-bit. This frame type is implemented in this application note. The frame format can be extended, and might also include parity bits and more stop bits. In asynchronous transmissions, no separate clock is provided to the receiver. Correct reception of data is guaranteed by keeping all bit lengths equal. The receiver will synchronize from the first falling edge of the start bit, and find the next sampling time with its own timer. The bit length is determined by the baud rate used for the communication. In the case of a UART, the baud rate is equal to the number of bits transmitted per second. The transmitter and receiver have to be set up using the same baud rate equally for correct reception.

As seen in Figure 1-1, the frame starts with a falling edge. This falling edge generates an initial interrupt (using external interrupt) in the receiver. The interrupt starts Timer/Counter0, which is set to time out in exactly 1.5 bit lengths. This 1.5 bit length delay is required to generate the next sampling event in the middle of the first data bit. The next 8 interrupts are generated after a predefined delay (1 bit length) using counter/timer 0. Figure 2-1 shows the flowchart for receiving serial data.

Transmitting data is even easier, as all bits have equal length and the timer can be preset at a constant delay (1 bit-length). The first bit is the start-bit. This is always a logical zero (or space). This bit informs the receiver that data is coming. Then the data bits can be shifted out, LSB first (least significant bit) first, MSB last. Finally, the last bit must be a stop bit so the receiver can separate the data bytes. This is always a logical one (or mark). Figure 2-2 shows the flowchart for transmitting serial data.

Figure 2-1. Flowchart for receiving serial data.
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3 Connection

The RS-232 standard requires a voltage level of -15/+15V. To generate these signaling levels, a separate interface circuit is needed which converts the MCU’s voltage to the RS-232 voltage. An example of a single chip interface circuit is MAXIM's MAX233. It operates from a single 5V power supply, and has an onchip DC-DC converter to convert the 5 volts to the RS-232 signaling levels.

The receive pin (RX) must be connected to the INT0-pin because of the external interrupt. It is not important which pin is used as the transmit pin (TX). Figure 3-1 shows how the MCU should physically be connected to an RS-232 line.

4 Implementation

These software UART routines use Timer/Counter 0 and one external interrupt. The clock provided to the MCU will limit the maximum baud rate obtainable. This software UART is capable of handling baud rates up to 38.400 kbit/s, at 8MHz clock frequency. At this speed nearly all computing power is used, but the MCU is still available for other tasks between each byte being transmitted.
The bit length is determined by the number of cycles \((C\cdot N)\) required to generate another overflow. With the Timer/Counter, \(N\) is the value loaded in the timer/counter compare register, and \(C\) is the Timer/Counter 0 prescaling factor, as described in the T/C Prescaler in the AVR datasheet. The value \(N\) can be calculated from the following formula, where \(X_{\text{tal}}\) is the frequency of the system:

\[
N = \frac{X_{\text{tal}}}{\text{BaudRate} \cdot C}
\]

Note that the prescaling factor \(C\) should be one of the values 1, 8, 64, 256, or 1024.

5 “initSoftwareUart( )” FUNCTION – INITIALIZE UART

Before data can be transferred using the UART, the UART has to be initialized by calling the function “initSoftwareUart()”. This function will set up the Timer/Counter prescaler, and enable the Timer/counter and external interrupt needed for communication. Upon return from the subroutine, a ‘\_enable_interrupt()’ instruction should follow to enable global interrupts. This will enable the UART. By issuing a ‘\_disable_interrupt()’ instruction at a later time, the UART can be disabled.

**Figure 5-1. “initSoftwareUart( )” Flow Chart.**

6 “putChar(const unsigned char)” FUNCTION - TRANSMITTING A BYTE

This routine is used when the software needs to transmit data. It waits for the IDLE state, then sets it to TRANSMIT, disables the external interrupt (to disable reception when transmitting), sets the correct baud rate (t/c0 interrupt) and outputs the start bit.
The state enum is used by all functions. It has five states implemented:

1. IDLE: the system is in idle state and both receiving and transmitting is possible.
2. TRANSMIT: transmitting bits. INTO interrupts are disabled, system can not receive.
3. TRANSMIT_STOP_BIT: state for stop bit. This is to ensure at least one stop bit is transmitted. After one stop bit is transmitted, the system state is set to IDLE.
4. RECEIVE: receiving bits. When interrupted on INTO, the system changes state to RECEIVE, and receives 8 bits before changing state to DATA_PENDING. No sending can occur at the same time.
5. DATA_PENDING: when done receiving. Received data is stored in SwUartRXData and are ready to be processed. After data is processed the state should be set to IDLE. This state does not stop new receptions from occurring, so the data may be lost if not processed right away.

State transition is shown in Figure 7-1.
8 “Timer0_Compare_interrupt( )” INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE

This routine takes care of sending and receiving each bit in the transmission. The routine is called automatically on Timer/Counter compare match, to send or receive the next bit.

The Timer/Counter overflow interrupt is enabled by “putChar” or “Extern0_interrupt”, when transmitting or receiving the start bit respectively. The routine handles the next bit, before the routine exits. If the bit handled was the stop bit, the Timer/Counter overflow interrupt is disabled, and the external interrupt is again enabled.

9 “Extern0_interrupt( )” INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE

The external interrupt 0 is active whenever the UART is idle. Upon an external interrupt, the “Extern0_interrupt( )” routine is called. This routine initiates the reception of serial data (an alternative function name would be: “uart_reception”). An external interrupt occurs on a falling edge on the INT0 pin (a falling edge marks the beginning of the start-bit – see Figure 1-1). This activates the Timer/Counter overflow interrupt and generates a 1.5 bit delay for the first start bit. Before exiting, the external interrupt is disabled to prevent falling edges in the incoming byte from reinitializing the receiver.
10 Example Program

There is an example program included in this application note. The program will wait for a character. Upon reception, the software UART returns the message: ‘atmel avr’ if ‘a’ was sent. ‘Atmel avr’ if ‘A’ was sent and ‘Unknown command’ for all other cases.

11 Summary

In this application note, a software UART has been implemented. The MCU is capable of using 38400 baud at 8 MHz clock frequency. The UART is initialized by calling “initSoftwareUart()” and enabling global interrupts. If the UART is idle, it will automatically receive incoming data. To transmit data, a subroutine called “putChar()” is called with the data passed to the function as an unsigned char.
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